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Abstract—Today’s IoT deployments commonly resemble
walled gardens: they are closed ecosystems in which manufacturers maintain significant control over devices after they have
been deployed. This is typically the result of a centralized design
approach where devices heavily rely on a monolithic, vendoroperated cloud service. We propose a distributed architecture
that liberates these devices—and their data—by considering IoT
devices as first-class network citizens and by grouping them
in trusted network zones. These network zones support the
devices contained in them by allowing tasks to be delegated
from the device to the zone. However, devices are considered
to be independent by default, and a task is only delegated when
it is impossible or undesirable for the device to perform this task
itself. We demonstrate how our architecture allows for novel
access-control methods and context-dependent network views.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Recently, the Internet of Things (IoT) has been gaining significant traction. That is, more and more devices—informally
called things—are being connected to the Internet, providing new functionalities and promising enhanced convenience.
However, today’s IoT platforms still face many challenges and
are by no means a mature technology. In fact, Gartner states
that IoT platforms are currently at their “peak of increased
expectations” and expects 5 to 10 years before the technology
matures [1].
One of the main shortcomings of today’s IoT platforms
is their lack of decentralization. Current market forces have
led to the development of centralized, cloud-supported IoT
architectures. While these architectures are easy to design and
manage, their design comes with three inherent shortcomings:
First, it leads to devices and data being locked in vertical
silos. These silos can typically only be connected using nonstandard interfaces at the application layer. Second, supporting
cloud services usually require privileged access to the devices
they assist. As these devices often reside in private locations,
this requires trusting the cloud operator (typically the device
vendor). Third, when cloud services cease to offer their
services (e.g., because of liquidation or planned obsolescence),
the functionality of the devices they assist decreases—in the
worst case to that of a paperweight.
In this paper, we propose L IAM1 : an architectural framework for decentralized IoT networks. L IAM avoids the shortcomings outlined above by considering IoT devices as first-

class network citizens that engage in direct end-to-end communication with others. This is a vision that is shared by
both the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) in the Web of
Things (WoT) working group [2] and the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) in the Constrained RESTful Environments
(CoRE) working group [3]. In fact, supporting such an architecture was one of the reasons for IPv6’s vast address
space [4].
Concretely, L IAM considers devices to be independent by
default, and to only delegate the specific functions for which
it is impossible or undesirable for the device to perform these
functions itself. Further, when functions are delegated, they are
not delegated to a centralized cloud service but to a trusted
L IAM zone. These zones group devices which are under the
same administrative control and replace the centralized cloud
services seen in current architectures. Similarly to cloud services, L IAM zones do not suffer the same resource constraints
as IoT devices. In order to construct larger IoT networks,
logical links between L IAM zones can be created.
L IAM is explicitly designed as a framework; that is, many
aspects of its operation are left open to enable flexibility
and adaptability to different application scenarios. This allows
L IAM to maximally profit from current and future efforts
to standardize IoT protocols. Moreover, it makes L IAM independent from the—often tedious—semantic standardization
process [5], [6].
In this work, we define zone services for two device
functions: device announcement and access control. We choose
these services because they are essential in almost all IoT
environments. Specifically, device announcement is required
because the quantity and limited interfaces of IoT devices
make manual device identification impractical. Likewise, access control is indispensible because of the sensitive nature
of most IoT devices: not only do they expose private data,
but they may also have to ability to perform security-sensitive
actuation.
Because of their importance, we consider device announcement and access control to be core services of the L IAM architecture. Each L IAM-enabled device is able, but not obligated,
1 L IAM stands for “Liam Includes Access Management”. We discuss the
rationale behind this name in Section IX.

to delegate these functions to its L IAM zone. However, as
L IAM is designed as an open system, additional zone services
can be added in the future.
The main contributions of this paper are:
• We present L IAM , a novel IoT architecture that considers
IoT devices as first-class network citizens and eliminates
the need for centralized cloud services.
• We present L IAM -Auth, an access-control mechanism
that leverages the L IAM architecture and simplifies
access-control management in IoT environments.
• We demonstrate how L IAM -Auth can be applied to a
directory service to create context-dependent network
views.
• We evaluate L IAM -Auth by implementing permission
tokens, an extension to OAuth, and evaluating this implementation.
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Fig. 1: The abstracted OAuth 2.0 flow. 1) The client performs
an authorization request. 2) The resource owner issues an
authorization grant. 3) The client presents the authorization
grant and requests an access token. 4) The authorization server
issues an access token. 5) The client presents the access token
and requests access to the protected resource. 6) The protected
resource is served to the client.

II. BACKGROUND
Being a framework, L IAM can make optimal use of existing
protocols and standards. In this section we first introduce
OAuth, which will serve as the base for the access-control zone
service. Next, we look at the most prominent IoT directory
proposals, which we will leverage to create a directory service.
A. OAuth and ACE-OAuth
OAuth is a widely deployed web authentication framework.
It allows the owner of a web resource to grant access to this
resource to a third party without requiring the resource owner
to share its credentials with this third party. Moreover, OAuth
allows the resource owner to limit the access rights of the
third party to a subset of its own rights. Two versions of OAuth
have been standardized by the IETF: OAuth 1.0 [7] and OAuth
2.0 [8]. This document considers only the latter.
Figure 1 displays an abstract OAuth protocol flow. In
Steps 1 and 2 the resource owner issues an access grant
to the client (i.e., the third party who wants to access the
resources). This process and grant can take multiple forms, as
is discussed below. Next, in Steps 3 and 4 the client exchanges
this authorization grant for an access token at the authorization
server. Finally, in Steps 5 and 6 the client uses this access token
to obtain access to the protected resource from the resource
sever.
The base specification of OAuth defines four types of
authorization grants. The most common of these is the “authorization code” grant. When using this grant type, Step 1
consists of the client requesting the grant by redirecting the
resource owner (typically through browser redirection) to the
authorization server, where the resource owner is prompted to
approve the grant (e.g., “Do you want to grant Hooly access
to your Friendface pictures?”) If the grant is approved, the
authorization server redirects the resource owner back to the
client and includes an authorization code which functions as
the authorization grant. Besides the four standard grant types,
the OAuth specification also specifies a mechanism to support
additional grant types.

The IETF’s Authentication and Authorization for Constrained Environments (ACE) working group is currently standardizing ACE using OAuth (ACE-OAuth) [9], an adaptation
of OAuth for constrained environments such as IoT networks.
ACE-OAuth adheres to existing specifications where possible, while specifying extensions where needed. For example,
OAuth handles token revocation by issuing both short-lived
access tokens and long-lived refresh tokens. Once an access
token has expired, the client can obtain a new access token
by presenting its refresh token to the authorization server. If
the client’s access is revoked, the authorization server will
not issue a new access token. While this approach is suitable
for typical web environments, it requires the authorization
and resource server to maintain a synchronized clock, which
may not be possible in constrained environments. Therefore
ACE-OAuth specifies a nonce-based mechanism to ensure the
freshness of access tokens.

B. W3C WoT and IETF CoRE Directories
Both the IETF (in the CoRE working group) and the
W3C (in the WoT working group) are currently standardizing
resource description and discovery in IoT environments. Concretely, the IETF proposes the CoRE Link Format [3] while
the W3C proposes the Thing Description [10] format. Both
of these standards make it possible to describe the hosted
resources and interfaces of a server, but while the CoRE Link
Format has a low-level focus, Thing Descriptions focus on
providing rich device metadata. An example Thing Description
is shown in Figure 2.
Furthermore, both resource description standards also specify a directory service: the IETF specifies the CoRE Resource
Directory [11] and the W3C the Thing Directory [2]. These
directory services host multiple device descriptions in a central
location, rather than on each device individually.

{ "@context": "https://www.w3.org/2019/wot/td/v1",
"id": "urn:dev:ops:34532-LiamBulb-3445",
"title": "Liam Demo Bulb",
"securityDefinitions": {
"basic_sc": {"scheme": "basic", "in":"header"}
},
"security": ["basic_sc"],
"properties": {
"status" : {
"type": "string",
"forms": [{"href": "https://2001::42/status"}]
}
},
"actions": {
"toggle" : {
"forms": [{"href": "https://2001::42/toggle"}]
} } }
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Fig. 2: An example Thing Description for a lamp which
exposes a “status” and “toggle” interface [10].
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A. Overview
The main building blocks of the L IAM architecture are
virtual network zones. Devices are grouped in these zones
based on shared properties such as location, owner, function,
or subnet. Zone operators are free to use any set of properties
they desire.
Each network zone is identified by a zone URL pointing
to a zone manager service. Additional URLs using different
schemes may be assigned to the zone as well. When visiting
a zone’s URL, a zone description file is returned. This file is
similar in nature to the Thing Description in the W3C WoT
standard, and contains information about the L IAM zone and
the services it provides. The zone description file is not a static
file. Rather, its content and format will vary depending on
the relationship between the zone manager and the requesting
client.
Devices enter a zone by registering with the zone manager, resulting in the establishment of a trust relationship
(see Section III-C). In order to construct larger networks,
zone operators can establish associations between zones (see
Section III-D). An example of such a network is shown in
Figure 3. When two devices are in different zones but a
path of associations exists between their zones, this path can
be used to create a trust relationship between these devices.
This relationship can then be leveraged for authentication and
authorization (see Section IV-A).
Besides grouping devices, the main function of L IAM zones
is to assist the devices they contain. Zones do this by allowing
their member devices to delegate tasks to the zone. Contrary
to today’s IoT architectures, these delegations only take place
when it is impossible or undesirable for the device to perform
these tasks itself. It is important to note that, by default,
devices are fully independent and that they only depend on
the network zone for the specific tasks they delegate.
In this paper, we propose two zone services which are part
of the core L IAM design: one for device announcements and
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Fig. 3: A schematic example of a L IAM network. Rectangles
represent L IAM zones, ovals represent directory entries. Lines
indicate links between L IAM and the structure of the zone
directories.

one for access control. Moreover, L IAM is explicitly designed
to allow additional zone services to be added in the future.
The use of network zones provides the following advantages
over centralized architectures:
Efficiency: Network queries that only concern the local
zone can remain within that zone. This reduces network
load and latency.
Scalability: As multiple IoT networks can be interconnected, networks can grow very large. Zoning allows for
network functions to scale horizontally rather than vertically.
Federation: Each zone can be under a different authority
and can be administered independently.
Grouping: Zones create implicit logical groups of devices
and other zones. These groups can be used when configuring
access-control policies.
Flexibility: Devices are not bound to one specific service
instance. Rather, they are free to join any network zone that
offers the services they require.
B. Working Example
Figure 3 shows the L IAM network we will use as an
example throughout this paper. It displays the private IoT
network of the Babbage family in light grey. The Babbage
family lives in apartment number 42. They run a L IAM
zone on their home router to which they connect all the
IoT devices in their home. The main URL of this zone

is https://babbage.name/liam/apartment, and a
corresponding URL using the coaps:// scheme2 is defined.
For convenience, they create logical living room and kitchen
groups in the zone directory, in which they combine the
devices in each of these rooms. During the weekend, Mr. and
Ms. Babbage often spend time in their mountain cottage where
they have an Internet-connected television. This television is
a member of the L IAM zone managed by the router in the
cottage. Because they want to be able to access their archive
of recorded movies, both of their televisions should be in
the same L IAM network. Therefore, they create the Babbage
family zone which unites their cottage and apartment zones.
Some of the devices in the Babbages’ apartment are general building utility devices (e.g., smoke detectors, doorbell
monitor, electricity meter). In order to grant access to these
devices to the building management, they have connected their
apartment 42 zone to the building zone. The building zone is in
turn connected to the fire-fighters and utitily-company zones
to grant them access to the smoke detectors and electricity
meter, respectively.
C. Device-Zone Interaction
Devices can join a L IAM zone by registering with the
respective zone manager. This registration consists of the
exchange of keying material between the device and the zone
manager. Because this keying material will only be used for
communication between the device and the zone manager, both
symmetric and asymmetric keys can be used and a plethora
of pairing techniques is available [13]–[17].
The L IAM zone maintains a set of attributes for each device.
These attributes can range from the device’s name and location
to a detailed description of the device’s interfaces or an
internal trust level. Because these attributes are, in principle,
only intended for zone-internal operations, they can be locally
specified.
Once the device is registered, it will have a more privileged
view of the zone description file discussed in Section III-A.
This view will include information about the services offered
by the zone and how to register for them. The format of the
zone description can also be modified to best suit the client
device. For example a resource-rich smart-TV may be served
a rich JSON document while a constrained temperature sensor
is served a file in CoRE Link Format.
In order to authenticate to the zone, standard TLS authentication is used. In the case of asymmetric keying material,
authentication is performed through client certificates [18] or
raw public keys [19]. In the case of symmetric keying material,
the pre-shared key functionality of TLS is used [18]. The latter
approach allows even constrained devices to use standard TLS
without requiring them to perform asymmetric cryptographic
operations.
2 The Constrained Application Protocol (CoAP) is a protocol similar to
HTTP optimized for constrained devices and networks. coaps indicates the
use of CoAP over Datagram TLS (DTLS) [12].

D. Zone-Zone Interaction
Larger IoT networks can be created by combining multiple
L IAM zones. This is done by creating point-to-point trust
relationships between zones, which results in a graph-like
network structure. An example of such a network can be seen
in Figure 3. The graph-like structure of L IAM networks is one
of its key strengths: whenever two nodes are a member of the
same (connected) L IAM graph, an implicit trust relationship
exists between them. Thus, when one explicit trust relationship
is created, potentially many more implicit trust relationships
are induced. These can then be leveraged to provide authentication as discussed in Section IV-A. Note that the strength of
implicit trust relationships is dependent on the strength of the
explicit trust relationships that induced it.
Zone linking is a process very similar to device registration. It consists of the exchange of keying material and
the establishment of internal attributes for the remote zone.
We explicitly do not specify a zone-linking protocol, as we
expect domain-specific mechanisms to emerge. For example,
the relationship between the building zone and apartment
zones in Figure 3 could be based on the physical security
of the cable connecting them. That is, an apartment building
could provide one network socket in each residence for which
it guarantees that the communicating party on the other end
is the building’s zone manager.
Once two zones are linked, they will provide each other
privileged access to their zone description files. For example,
a zone might provide a remote zone with permission tokens
granting access to devices it manages. We discuss permission
tokens in detail in Section IV-A.
IV. Z ONE SERVICES
A L IAM zone provides zone services to its members. When
it is impossible or undesirable for a device to perform a certain
task and its L IAM zone operates a suitable zone service, the
device can delegate this task to the zone manager.
Tasks might be more suitable to be executed by the zone
manager rather than the IoT device for several reasons. For
example, zone managers can run on corded devices with highthroughput network connectivity. This means that they do not
suffer from the resource constraints which are common in IoT
devices. Other notable reasons to delegate tasks include that it
allows device owners to aggregate administrative tasks at the
zone manager and that zone managers can leverage the trust
relationships between zones to perform their functions more
efficiently.
We demonstrate the utility of delegations by describing two
L IAM zone services: an access-control and a directory service.
A. Access Control
Motivation. Access control is a prime candidate for delegation because IoT devices often do not have sufficient situational awareness for access-control decisions. For example,
a low-power light sensor cannot be expected to have a full
list of all authorized actors in its environment. Additionally,

managing and maintaining access-control lists on each individual device would be time consuming and cumbersome. Some
devices might not even have sufficient memory to store their
access policy. Moreover, access evaluation can be a complex
and resource-intensive task. For example, it might require
asymmetric cryptographic operations or the consultation of
remote revocation lists.
In contrast, zone managers do not suffer from the same
resource constraints as IoT devices. Moreover, they can
leverage the trust relationships induced by the L IAM graph
for access-control decisions. In order to demonstrate the
power of L IAM-based access control, we design L IAM-Auth:
a distributed authentication mechanism that leverages the
L IAM graph to simplify access control.
Overview. L IAM-Auth is designed as an extension to OAuth
that allows IoT devices to delegate access control to their
zone manager. Similar to standard OAuth, this is accomplished
through access tokens issued by the zone manager and accepted by the device. Additionally, L IAM-Auth allows zones
to further delegate these access-control rights to other zones.
This is accomplished through permission tokens (Ptokens), a
new and delegable3 type of OAuth authorization grant.
Ptokens are similar to access tokens in that they are associated with an access scope, but represent an authorization grant
rather than an access capability. This is a fundamental difference and means that they must be used during communication
with the authorization server rather than with the resource
server. During this communication, they will be exchanged
for an access token, which can then be used to access the
protected resource.
A second fundamental difference between access tokens and
Ptokens is that the holder of a Ptoken can generate a derived
Ptoken with a subscope of the original Ptoken and can forward
that token to another entity.
For example, consider that the electricity meter of
apartment 42 in Figure 3 uses L IAM-Auth. The apartment 42
zone may then issue a Ptoken to the building zone, which
may in turn issue a derived Ptoken to the utility company
zone. The utility company can then use this Ptoken to derive
Ptokens for its various services and employees. At each
point in this process the delegating zone can narrow the
access scope as appropriate. Assuming the final derived
Ptokens contain the correct scope, they can then be used to
obtain an access token to read out the electricity meter from
apartment 42’s authorization server. Finally, these access
tokens can be used to obtain access to the electricity-meter
readings. An abstract version of this flow is illustrated in
Figure 4.
Delegation of Ptokens.
The main difference between
L IAM-Auth and OAuth is the ability to chain delegations.
This ability enables three advantages: First, it improves the
3 Although somewhat odd looking, all significant dictionaries list “delegable” as the derived adjective of “to delegate”. Not “delegatable”.
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Fig. 4: The L IAM-auth flow: 1) The resource server negotiates
access delegation with its zone manager. 2) The resource’s
zone manager issues a Ptoken to the intermediary zone. 3)
The intermediary issues a delegated Ptoken to the client zone.
4) The client zone issues a delegated Ptoken to the client. 5)
The client uses the Ptoken to request an access token from the
authorization server in the resource zone. 6) An access token
is issued to the client. 7) The client uses the access token to
request the resource. 8) The resource is sent to the client.

scalability of access control by allowing zone managers to
perform coarse-grained access control (through access-control
delegation). Nevertheless, zone managers retain the ability to
perform fine-grained access control by issuing narrow-scoped
tokens to local clients, and by performing additional checks
when exchanging Ptokens for access tokens. For example, the
apartment 42 zone in Figure 3 only needs to issue one Ptoken
to the building zone which contains all access scopes related
to building utilities. The building zone is then responsible for
delegating the correct access scopes to the fire fighters, utility
company, and its local clients. Nevertheless, the apartment 42
zone can still refuse to provide access tokens to clients, even
if they are able to present a valid Ptoken.
Second, L IAM-Auth simplifies access-policy management
by moving access-control decisions to administrators close to
the client. These administrators have a better understanding of
the client’s role and its access requirements. For example, in
the setting of Figure 3, the utility company is best suited to
decide which of its employees or services should be granted
access to the electricity-meter readings.
Third, L IAM-Auth makes the delegation of access rights
explicit. When an entity is granted an access permission, it
is effectively always able to delegate this permission (e.g.,
by operating a proxy service or by sharing its secret values).
Making this ability explicit does not only lead to more
transparency, but it also forces administrators to consider this
behavior when managing access rules.
Relation with OAuth.
L IAM-Auth is implemented by
defining a new grant type for OAuth. This has a number
of advantages. First, implementing a new OAuth grant type
allows the resource server to be agnostic about the use of

L IAM-Auth: it still verifies access tokens in the same way as
before. This means that L IAM-Auth can be deployed without
any changes to the resource servers. As resource servers are
typically the most constrained nodes in IoT environments,
and might be hard to update, this backwards compatibility
significantly simplifies the deployment of L IAM-Auth for
devices already supporting (ACE-)OAuth.
Second, because Ptokens represent an authorization grant
rather than an access token, they do not give direct access to
protected resources. This means that the authorization server
can still perform additional checks before granting an access
token and, if necessary, refuse to do so.
Third, using OAuth allows L IAM-Auth to inherit OAuth’s
solutions to common access control problems such as access
revocation.
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B. Directory Service with Context-Dependent Network Views
Motivation.
Advertising their presence and functionality
can be problematic for IoT devices because communication
constraints might make direct peer-to-peer discovery impractical. For example, devices might be sleeping, or they might
be connected to networks with high latency,4 or they might
lack support for efficient multicast communication.
Moreover, device-discovery mechanisms are usually limited
to a single layer 2 or 3 network scope, which does not
necessarily correspond to the set of entities with access rights
to a device. Ideally, devices should be visible to any entity
with access rights for it and invisible to all others.5 Both of
these difficulties can be overcome by operating a directory as
a L IAM zone service.
Overview. The L IAM zone operates a directory server and
allows zone members to insert records into this directory.
L IAM is agnostic as to which directory standard is used, but we
recommend the use of either the IETF’s Resource Directory
(RD) or the W3C’s Thing Directory (TD). Besides listing
descriptions of the interfaces to the various devices in the zone,
zone administrators can also add auxiliary information to the
directory, such as:
• a hierarchical directory structure;
• device annotations added by the zone based on the stored
device attributes;
• references to directories of linked L IAM zones; or
• information about the environment in which the devices
are placed and how the devices interact with that environment.
Because this directory server runs on zone infrastructure
rather than the potentially constrained zone member devices,
4 On low-power mesh networks with heavy duty cycling, RTTs in the order
of tens of seconds are not unusual
5 Also the permission to discover a device can be seen as a minimal access
right.
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Fig. 5: Example of how the location in the L IAM graph
determines the view of the network. The root of each tree
corresponds to the vantage point of the client.

it does not suffer from the communication constraints outlined
above. Moreover, as this directory service is operated by the
zone manager, it can leverage the L IAM graph to perform
access control to the directory by using L IAM-Auth. That
is, it can distribute Ptokens to its neighbors granting them
access to a subset of the directory. These neighbors can then
create derived Ptokens—potentially with a narrower scope—
and forward them to their neighbors, propagating access to the
directory through the network.
The result of this is that depending on the network position
of a directory client, this client will receive a different set
of Ptokens, resulting in a different view of the network. We
call this a context-dependent network view, and demonstrate
its effect in the example below.
Consider the L IAM network shown in Figure 3, in which
all L IAM zones are operating a directory service. Within the
Babbages’ private network, the L IAM zones are fully trusted.
Therefore, Ptokens which grant access to the full directory
content are distributed between the grey nodes in the network.
Conversely, the building zone is only minimally trusted and
is given a Ptoken which only grants access to the building
utilities in the directory, without displaying the directory’s
internal structure.
Similarly, the building zone issues a Ptoken to each apartment zone which allows listing of the building infrastructure
devices (e.g., the entrance doorbell and lock). Moreover,
from each Ptoken received from the apartment zones, the
building zone creates a derived Ptoken granting access to
the fire-prevention systems and forwards this token to the
fire department. Analogously, the building zone also creates

Ptokens granting access to the electricity meters and forwards
these tokens to the utility company.
Once all of these tokens have been distributed, each of the
zones will possess Ptokens granting them access to different
subsets of the directories. The effect of this is that when
querying the directory service, each of them will receive
a different set of answers, resulting in a different, contextspecific, view of the network. As an illustration, the directory
views of the fire fighters, utility company and apartment 42
are shown in Figure 5.
Note that, for simplicity, we have only discussed Ptokens
granting access to specific parts of the device directory. In
practice these Ptokens would also contain scopes allowing
clients to interact with the devices themselves.
V. OAUTH P ERMISSION T OKEN I MPLEMENTATION
We now discuss the implementation of the permission
tokens (Ptokens) introduced in Section IV. Ptokens represent
a delegable access permission to a set of protected resources.
When a token contains a delegated permission, we refer to it
as a derived Ptoken. We refer to a token that is not derived
from any other token as a base Ptoken.
A Ptoken implementation should have the following properties:
Verifiable: Given a Ptoken, it should be possible for a
L IAM zone to efficiently verify if this token is, or is derived
from, a base Ptoken issued by that zone.
Delegable: It should be possible for the holder of a Ptoken
to delegate the rights granted by the Ptoken to a third party.
Scope refinement: It should be possible to narrow the
scope of a Ptoken during the delegation process. It should
never be possible to broaden the scope of a Ptoken.
Transparent: The issuer of a base token should be able to
inspect the delegation chain when it receives a token derived
from that base token.
Robust against disclosure: Leakage of a Ptoken should
have minimal impact.
The last requirement is necessary because Ptokens are
exposed to potential leakage as they move through the network
(even when encrypted) and because a Ptoken—in contrast to
an access token—can serve as the basis for additional tokens.
Thus, the revocation of a single Ptoken can lead to entire
sections of a L IAM network having reduced access rights.
Based on these requirements, we explore two Ptoken implementations: one based on asymmetric cryptography and
one based on symmetric cryptography. We refer to these as
asymmetric and symmetric Ptokens, respectively.

B. Asymmetric Ptoken Design
The asymmetric Ptoken is implemented as a cryptographically secured proof-of-possession token. That is, it is verified
by a cryptographic operation rather than a database lookup
and requires the token presenter to demonstrate knowledge of
an asymmetric private key before it can use the token.
Cryptographically securing a token makes it possible for the
receiver to verify the token with only local knowledge, which
is required for the verifiability requirement. Using proof-ofpossession tokens significantly reduces the effect of token
disclosure as the Ptoken cannot be used without knowledge
of the corresponding private key.
An asymmetric Ptoken consists of a sequence of token segments interleaved with signatures validating these segments. A
base token (i.e., a token without delegations) has the structure:
Token0 = segment0 | EK −1 (H(segment0 )),
0

where the issuing entity has the key pair (K0 , K0−1 ) and the
token segment contains the following fields:
TokenID: an identifier unique to each token.
Delegation counter: a positive integer indicating the maximum allowed length of the delegation chain based on this
token segment.
Name: a unique identifier of the token receiver.
Pubkey: the asymmetric public key (K1 ) of the receiver.
The token will be bound to the private key corresponding
to this public key.
Scope: a set of access scopes to which this token grants
access.
Time range: a time range during which the token should
be accepted by the authorization server.
The validity of this token can be verified using the public key
of the issuer, K0 .
In order to create a delegation, the token receiver can extend
the base token by appending an additional segment and signing
the resulting token with its private key. Assuming the receiver
of the base token has the key pair (K1 , K1−1 ), the resulting
token then has the following structure:
Token1 =
token0 | segment1 | EK −1 (H(token0 | segment1 )).
1

Additional delegations can be created by analogous extension
of this token resulting in:
Tokeni =
tokeni−1 | segmenti | EK −1 (H(tokeni−1 | segmenti )).
i

A. Notation
−1

We use the following notation: K and K
denote a
public and private asymmetric key, respectively; k denotes
a symmetric key; EK (x) denotes encryption of x under K;
H(x) denotes the result of applying a one-way hash function
to x; MACk (x) denotes the Message Authentication Code of
x using key k; and a|b denotes a concatenated with b.

A token is considered valid if the following conditions hold:
• The signature chain is valid. That is, each segmenti is followed by a signature using the private key corresponding
to the public key listed in segmenti−1 . Or, if i = 0, by
the private key of the base token issuer.
• For each i > 0 it holds that scopei ⊆ scopei−1 , where
scopei is the scope listed in the i-th segment.

•

•

For each i > 0 it holds that 0 ≤ counteri < counteri−1 ,
where counteri is the delegation counter value of the i-th
segment.
For each i > 1 it holds that timei is contained in timei−1
where timei is the time range of the i-th segment and
that the current time is within the most constraining time
range.

C. Symmetric Ptoken Design
Symmetric Ptokens have a similar structure as asymmetric
Ptokens but are bound to a symmetric key rather than to
an asymmetric key. The entity issuing a symmetric Ptoken
maintains a master key kM from which it derives a tokenspecific key k0 as described below.
A symmetric Ptoken consists of a sequence of token segments terminated by an authentication tag. A base token (i.e.,
a token without delegations) has the following structure:
Token0 = segment0 | MACk0 (segment0 ),
where k0 is obtained as H(segment0 |kM ), with the hash
function being used as a forward-secure pseudorandom bit
generator [20]. The token segment contains the following
fields:
TokenID: an identifier unique to each token.
Delegation counter: a positive integer indicating the maximum allowed length of the delegation chain based on this
token segment.
Name: a unique identifier of the token receiver.
Scope: a set of access scopes to which this token grants
access.
Time range: a time range during which the token should
be accepted by the authorization server.
When issuing this token, the issuing entity sends the token
receiver both token0 and k1 = H(k0 ). In order to use token0 ,
the token presenter needs to cryptographically demonstrate
knowledge of k1 . Note that because k1 needs to be transported
over the network, using symmetric proof-of-possession tokens
provides less robustness against disclosure than using the
asymmetric approach. However, securing a short key during
transmission and storage is still easier than securing the
entire token. Moreover, the key must not be transmitted when
exchanging a Ptoken for an access token (Steps 5 and 6 in
Figure 4), which is the only transmission in the life cycle of
a Ptoken during which no pre-established keying material can
be used.
In order to create a delegation, the token holder can extend
the base token by removing the authentication tag, adding an
additional segment, and reauthenticating the token as
Token1 = segment0 | segment1 |
MACk1 (MACk0 (segment0 ) | segment1 ).
It would then issue this token together with k2 = H(k1 ) to
the token receiver.

Additional delegations can be created through analogous
extension of this token resulting in:
Tokeni = segment0 | . . . | segmenti−1 | segmenti |
MACki (tagi−1 | segmenti ),
where tagi−1 is the authentication tag of tokeni−1 . Intermediate authentication tags do not need to be included in the token,
as they can be calculated by the verifier.
Tokeni is issued together with (and bound to) key ki+1 =
H(ki ). Because of the structure of the keys, it is possible for
the holder of ki to calculate kj for any j ≥ i. However, as
with every token derivation the included scope can be only
narrowed, this is not an issue: knowledge of kj never grants
more privileges than knowledge of ki .
A token is considered valid if the following conditions hold:
• The authentication tag of the token is valid. This implies
that all intermediate authentication tags were also valid.
• For each i > 0 it holds that scopei ⊆ scopei−1 , where
scopei is the scope listed in the i-th segment.
• For each i > 0 it holds that 0 ≤ counteri < counteri−1 ,
where counteri is the delegation counter value of the i-th
segment.
• For each i > 1 it holds that timei is contained in timei−1
where timei is the time range of the i-th segment and
that the current time is within the most constraining time
range.
VI. E VALUATION
We implement both the asymmetric Ptoken and symmetric
Ptoken in Python and provide two sets of evaluations. In
the first set, we benchmark the Ptokens in isolation (Section VI-A). For the second set we implement an HTTP server
which performs Ptoken creation and verification in response
to incoming requests (Section VI-B).
Our implementation uses SHA-256 as the hash algorithm,
HMAC with 256-bit keys to generate authentication tags,
and Ed25519 as the signature algorithm. All evaluations are
performed using a single thread on an eight-core Intel i77820X 3.6 GHz processor with 32 GB of DDR4 2666 MHz
memory.
A. Token Performance
We first discuss the performance of our Python Ptoken
implementation in isolation. We benchmark the creation,
derivation, and verification of Ptokens by measuring the time
required to perform each of these operations 106 times. For
each operation we execute the steps described below.
Token creation: A new Ptoken is created, serialized, and
authenticated.
Token derivation: A base Ptoken is deserialized. Next, a
derived token is generated, serialized, and authenticated.
Token verification: A base Ptoken is deserialized and its
validity is verified.
Figure 6 displays the results of the benchmarks. In order
to evaluate the effect of the token length on the verification times, we additionally perform 104 token validations
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Fig. 6: Performance of the Ptoken implementations for the
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Fig. 7: The influence of the length of a Ptoken on its validation
speed.

for tokens with length (expressed in number of segments)
2n , n = {0, 1, . . . , 9}. The results are shown in Figure 7.
From Figure 6 we see that the processing speeds for
symmetric and asymmetric Ptokens are within the same order
of magnitude. However, tokens using symmetric cryptography
outperform their asymmetric counterparts by a factor of 1.5
to 3, depending on the operation. These numbers fall in line
with the expectations given the speed of HMAC and Ed25519
operations on the benchmark hardware. Figure 7 shows that
token-verification times increase linearly with the token length
(note the double-logarithmic axis).
B. HTTP Endpoint Performance
In order to gauge the performance impact of using Ptokens
at an authentication endpoint, we have implemented an HTTP
server using the Python Flask framework,6 which issues and
verifies Ptokens in response to incoming requests. We issued
105 token creation and verification requests for both Ptoken
types. Furthermore, to obtain a baseline measurement we
created a dummy endpoint which uses static tokens. When
a client requests a token from this endpoint, a static string
is returned. Similarly, when a client presents a token to this
endpoint, the validity is verified by comparing the presented
token to a static string.
As Ptokens act as proof-of-possession tokens, the authentication endpoint must verify ownership of the key bound to the
presented token. Our HTTP server performs this verification
6 https://palletsprojects.com/p/flask/
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Fig. 9: Ptoken issuance and validation speeds of a Ptoken
enabled HTTP endpoint.

using a nonce-based challenge–response protocol. Figure 8
illustrates this for symmetric Ptokens. The protocol for asymmetric Ptokens is similar but requires the client to attach its
public key to the token request and uses a signature rather than
an authentication tag in the verification phase. The results of
the performance benchmark of the HTTP endpoint are show
in Figure 9.
Figure 9 shows that the overhead of Ptoken creation during a token request is limited: only 24 % (symmetric) to
28 % (asymmetric) fewer tokens can be issued than when
the server simply returns a static string. The performance
impact for token verification is more significant, but can
largely be attributed to the additional roundtrip required to
verify knowledge of the key bound to the Ptoken. Note that
we did not use TLS during these benchmarks. If we did,
these performance penalties would likely be less significant,
as additional round trips to establish the TLS connection
would be required for all interactions. Moreover, when using
asymmetric tokens, the challenge–response protocol can be
eliminated by authenticating the client during TLS session
establishment.

VII. D ISCUSSION
We designed L IAM as a framework for decentralized IoT
networks that overcomes the inherent shortcomings of centralized IoT architectures: vertical silos are prevented by
encouraging direct device-to-device communication; cloud services are replaced by trusted network zones; and rather than
being bound to a specific cloud service, devices can join any
zone offering the services they require. Additionally, L IAM
allows for new access-control methods and introduces contextdependent network views.
Both these access-control methods and context-dependent
network views rely on a new OAuth authorization grant type
using permission tokens (Ptokens). We implemented these
Ptokens as proof-of-possession tokens which provide verifiability through cryptographic operations; allow for delegation
and scope refinement with a transparent delegation chain; and
provide robustness against disclosure by requiring the token
presenter to demonstrate knowledge of a cryptographic key.
Evaluating our Ptoken implementation shows that their use
results in only a small performance reduction, and is likely
to be faster than even basic database lookups. Given that
asymmetric Ptokens do not require the transmission of private
keying material over the network during the issuing process
(in contrary to symmetric Ptokens), but result in only a
moderate performance decrease over symmetric Ptoken, the
use of asymmetric Ptokens is generally preferable. Moreover,
L IAM-Auth is designed not to require constrained devices
to perform operations on Ptokens. This considerably reduces
the significance of the performance decrease introduced when
using asymmetric Ptokens, further making the case for their
use.
We also find that—unsurprisingly—Ptoken verification
times increase linearly with the token length. However, as
we expect delegation chains to be short in practice, this is
acceptable. This expectation comes from the observation that
long delegation chains dilute the strength of trust relationships:
you trust your daughter more than you trust the husband of
the cousin of the banker of your sister. Therefore, we expect
long delegation chains to be treated similarly to unprivileged
access in practice.
This trust dilution is exacerbated by the fact that L IAM does
not use a global root of trust for authentication: that is, linking
cryptographic keys to identities is done through claims made in
Ptokens by remote zones. Providing global identities in L IAM,
for example, through the use of a public key infrastructure, is
considered as a future research direction.
Other future work includes creating additional zone services
such as centralized device management or the offloading of
resource intensive (cryptographic) operations. Finally, we see
research opportunities in exploring how L IAM interacts with
the underlying network. For example, by provisioning devices
with network configuration, or by automatically creating communication channels between devices (e.g., by opening up
firewalls or creating network tunnels).

VIII. R ELATED W ORK
A. Access Management
Even though the need for access control and data privacy has been clear from the very beginning of ubiquitous
computing [21], today’s IoT deployments are plagued by
access-control and over-privilege issues [22]–[26]. There is a
significant body of recent work that discusses access control
for cloud-based IoT platforms [27]–[30].
The IETF ACE working group is currently standardizing
ACE-OAuth, an adaptation of classic OAuth to constrained
environments [9]. Other mechanisms to use OAuth in IoT
environments have also been proposed [31]–[33]. However,
similarly to standard OAuth, these do not allow delegation
chaining.
Most other proposals for capability-based access control in
IoT networks either do not discuss delegation chaining [34]–
[36] or require the involvement of the authorization server for
each delegation [37], [38].
Gusmeroli et al. propose a capability token that allows
delegation chaining without the involvement of an authentication server [39]. However, their mechanism is unsuited
for constrained environments. For example, it requires token
revocations to be distributed to resource servers which must
cache them.
B. IoT Architectures
A number of IoT architectures have been proposed. Many
authors propose the use of an “IoT Hub”. This hub isolates the IoT device from the Internet, and aims to provide
manageability, connectivity, and security [40]–[47]. However,
these proposals retain the use of centralized architectures, and
therefore do not solve their fundamental problems.
The IETF’s CoRE working group is designing an IoT
architecture that follows the Representational State Transfer (REST) model. In their architecture, devices expose a
RESTfull interface that provides direct access to the resources
they represent (e.g., a light switch, or a temperature sensor).
Resource discovery can be performed by visiting a wellknown URL on each network device [3]. Alternatively, a
resource directory can collect information about resources held
on other devices, and allow other hosts to query for this
information [11].
The WoT working group of the W3C envisions an architecture similar to that of the IETF’s CoRE working group [2], but
at a higher level. The main element of the WoT architecture
is the Thing Description format [10], which can be used
to describe the network interfaces of IoT devices. Thing
descriptions use the Resource Description Format (RDF) data
model [48], which can be used to model rich metadata about
devices and their surroundings. In order to ensure backwards
compatibility, Thing Descriptions do not need to be hosted on
the IoT devices they describe.
What all of these proposals lack, is clear support for
interconnected IoT networks. That is, they are designed for
single network deployments, without a clear vision of how to
scale to distributed deployments at Internet scale.

C. Function offloading
There have been multiple proposals to offload functionality
from constrained devices. In fact, the current common practice
in IoT deployments is to offload as much functionality as
possible from the IoT devices to a centralized cloud. The rising
need for low-latency data processing led to the development
of fog computing, an architecture in which the tasks typically
executed on a centralized cloud are executed on network edge
devices instead [49].
Other forms of function offloading include (D)TLS handshake offloading [50], and the offloading of digital signatures [51].
IX. C ONCLUSION
Today’s IoT platforms typically resemble centralized silos.
While easy to develop and maintain, these architectures lead
to vendor dependence. In this paper we present L IAM, a
decentralized IoT architecture that groups devices in zones,
allows devices to offload tasks to their zone, and allows logical
linking between zones to construct larger networks.
Because zone links imply a trust relationship, L IAM is
intrinsically suited to support authentication and access management. This is an important feature not shared by other
distributed IoT architectures, which typically mimic the Web.
In contrast to access control on the Web, where data is
public-by-default and add-hoc security mechanisms are used
to provide access control when needed, access management is
needed in almost every IoT architecture, as data is private-bydefault and should only be accessible to entities who have been
explicitly granted access. L IAM recognizes this difference, and
requires entities to have explicit consent for every operation,
including device discovery. We reflect this in L IAM’s name:
Liam Includes Access Management.
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